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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 149.09  149.35   +0.06  +0.67

EUR 1.0804  1.0772   ▼0.0012  +0.0029

AUD 0.6528  0.6531   +0.0007  +0.0048

SGD 1.3441  1.3447   ▼0.0011  ▼0.0024

CNY 7.1936  7.1936   +0.0000  ▼0.0049

INR 82.99  83.00   ▼0.03  ▼0.06

IDR 15596  15595   ▼40  ▼110

MYR 4.7642  4.7650   +0.0000  +0.0160

PHP 56.01  56.02   +0.10  ▼0.26  

THB 35.84  35.88   ▼0.03  +0.08

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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38,797.38 +0.33%   +1.09%   

36,897.42 +0.00%   +1.49%   

4,746.35 +0.65%   +1.96%   

4,141.81 +0.12%   ▼0.29%  

3,138.30 +0.00%   +0.13%   

2,865.90 +0.00%   +6.06%   

71,072.49 ▼0.73%  ▼0.92%  

7,297.67 +0.86%   +1.38%   

1,512.28 +0.00%   +0.06%   

6,807.82 ▼0.62%  +1.18%   

1,389.30 +0.07%   +0.39%   

273.31 ▲0.38%  +1.91%   

8,128.68 +0.79%   ▲1.44%  

128.76 +0.58%   +0.82%   

2,020.05 ▲0.21%  ▲0.25%  

76.92 +0.10%   +5.69%   

TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            
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- Notably, the ECB, relenting to the idea of approaching pivot explains the EUR on its back foot
(below 1.08) and the Greenback retaining traction (DXY above 104).
- The ECB’s Panetta alluding to “fast approaching” rate cuts and Wunsch conceding that
“absolute certainty” was not required on wage (dis-inflation) data lean in to the idea that
“pivot” is not an exclusive Fed phenomenon with unchallenged USD weakness.
- And it is this policy relativism that now, quite rightly, nuances the Fed pivot trades; pushing
back against crude, one-sided USD weakness from pivot bets.
- But arguably a more contentious and dangerous, brand of political/diplomatic relativism
emerged; courtesy of US Presidential candidate Donald Trump.
“Whatever the Hell”

- Admittedly, Trump is not short on inflammatory remarks with grave and far-reaching
consequences on global commerce and geo-politics; so specificity is required.
- In this case, his remark that he would encourage “(Russia) to do whatever the hell they want”
to NATO members who “didn’t pay … (their) bills” sent diplomatic convulsions through Europe;
with rounded condemnation of relativism on the military alliance.
- To be fair though, Trump’s intent to pull back on funding for Ukraine is no secret. Nonetheless,
a more sweeping version of transactional NATO alliance tends to undermine EUR; insofar that a
more nonchalant US take on the Russia-Ukraine conflict accentuates implied geo-political risks
and fiscal stress for EZ. European leaders doubling down on the “one for all and all for one”
backing of the NATO treaty, ironically do not immunize the EUR from the inferred stress points.
- And with US Presidential elections risks rising, USD’s allure is further underpinned.
FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: US CPI dis-inflation looks to allow consolidation above mid-1.07. 
- USD/JPY: UST yields contemplate dis-inflation to allow shallow slips below 149. 
- USD/SGD: Consolidation around mid-1.34 as China resolution on rescue lack concrete convicition.  
- AUD/USD: USD deference imply cautious buoyancy above 65 cents.  

TODAY'S EVENTS
(JP) PPI YoY (Jan): (Mkt: 0.1%; Dec: 0.0%)
(TH) Consumer Confidence Economic (Jan): (Dec: 56.0)
(GE) Zew Survey Expectations/Current Situation (Feb): (Mkt: 17.3/-79.0; Jan: 15.2/-77.3)
(US) CPI/Core YoY (Jan): (Mkt: 2.9%/3.7%; Dec: 3.4%/3.9%)

Three Take-aways:

1) Ahead of US CPI data, equity bulls have paused and UST markets have turned cautious
2) But the bar for inflation to surprise policy is diminished; whereas competitive pivot emerges
3) EUR hobbled by ECB allusions to “fast approaching” cuts and Trump’s NATO warning
Inflated Inflation?
- Sure, markets have taken to the side-lines ahead of Jan CPI release (later today); with the S&P500
down fractionally (-0.1%), while UST yields shuffle around.
- Admittedly, ostensible deference to validation, if not fresh triggers, from CPI.
- But equally, stretched equity market rallies, with the S&P500 still holding above 5,000, set the stage
for a breather; and that is regardless of inflation triggers.
- The upshot is, despite the scrutiny, inflation may be an inflated gauge of policy trigger.
- Specifically, the capacity for inflation surprise to violently alter the course of policy is overstated.
Especially, with dis-inflation mostly factored in, the bar is high for inflation to sweep the Fed off-
course from the current guidance of a glide path down. Point being, a pause at the March FOMC is as
good as a done deal; requiring exceptional and unexpected swings to elicit any response. And while
May FOMC remains “live”, it is ultimately data dependent. Crucially, even with further dis-inflation,
restraint to not aggressively slash rates will remain.
- Whereas, it would take an abrupt demand/financial jolt to catalyse, and not just “immaculate dis-
inflation” to trigger distinctly more aggressive policy pivot.
- That’s to say, inflation is merely the cheer-leader squad. Nice to watch. But will not change the
game. Not unless the Fed decides to change its policy response function to already expected dis-
inflation to 2.4% inflation (core PCE) by end-2024. In sharp contrast, precarious commercial real
estate/regional banks/non-bank financial balance sheets and stretched households meanwhile are
what could blind-side. All said, (US) inflation may be inflated as a driver of policy, and by extension,
market reactions; certainly, durable USD and UST yields cues.
Relativism
- Whereas, relativism becomes a trigger to contend with; both in more sense than one. - First, the idea
of “competitive pivot” (which we have emphasized many times) gains currency.
OVERNIGHT RESULTS
(IN) CPI YoY (Jan): 5.1% (Mkt: 5.0%; Dec: 5.7%) | (IN) Industrial Production YoY (Dec): 3.8% (Mkt: 2.5%; Nov: 2.4%)
(US) NY Fed Inflation Expectations (Jan): 3.0% (Dec: 3.0%) |
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